1. Features

Φ50mm

2. Instructions
Put the light in the suitable lighting fixture.

This item supports zigbee 3.0 standard
protocol with low consumption, strong ability
to pair with network automatically and resist
interference.
Subordinate New Brand

16 Millions of
colors to choose

57mm

Color temperature
2700K~6500K
Dim brightness/
saturation

Zigbee 3.0

Product follow Zigbee 3.0
standard protocol
Zigbee 3.0 remote control
Control distance 100m (open area)
Smartphone App control
(Zigbee 3.0 gateway is needed)

GU10 RGB+CCT LED Spotlight
(Zigbee 3.0)
Model No.: FUT103Z

Support third party voice control
(Zigbee 3.0 gateway is needed)

GU10 RGB+CCT LED Spotlight
(Zigbee 3.0)
Model No.: FUT103Z
Power: 4W
Working Temp.: -10~40°C
Voltage: 100-240V~ 50/60Hz
Color Temp.: 2700K~6500K
Light Efficiency: 70LM/W
Luminous Flux: 280LM
CRI: ＞80
PF: 0.55
Lifespan: 50000h
Beam Angle: 25°
Control Distance: 100m (open area)
Size: Φ50*57mm

Attention:
For lights with a weight significantly higher than
that of the lights for which they are a replacement,
attention should be drawn to the fact that the
increased weight may reduce the mechanical
stability of certain luminaires and lampholders
and may impair contact making and light
retention.

3. How to control the light via phone App?

4. Match and Dismatch with zigbee 3.0 remote

4.2 Instruction of Dismatching

Please add zigbee 3.0 gateway to [ MiBoxer Smart ]
App firstly

stay closer distance between the light and remote

(1) Connect with power supply.
(2) Ensure the light is always on.
(3) Long press group control " " button with 3
seconds untill the indicator of remote flash slowly
(check details in remote instruction).
(4) Please keep closer for remote and the light which
you want to connect ( within 1 meter).
(5) Dismatching is done if the light breathe 3 times.

1. Connect with power supply.
2. Turn on/off light continuously over 3 times , confirm
the light with red color in breathe ambience.
3. Open [ MiBoxer Smart ] App and add sub-device
(see following screenshot).
4. You can dim light, group control and ambience
control after adding device completely.

Remote

Light

The remote doesn't pair
with zigbee gateway

Support match and
dismatch light

The remote paired with
zigbee gateway

Only support match and
dismatch light which
connected with same
gateway

4.1 Instruction of Matching
(1) Connect with power supply.
(2) Ensure the light is always on ( please wait 5
seconds and turn off, turn on again 1 time if the
light is in red color with breathe ambience).
(3) Long press group control " " button with 3
seconds untill the indicator of remote flash
quickly ( check details in remote instruction).
(4) Please keep closer for remote and the light
which you want to connect ( within 1 meter).
(5) Matching is done if the light breathe 3 times.

Warning
1. Ensure voltage is 100-240V~.
2. Please turn off power supply while install the light.
3. Stay away from high temperature and humid area.

Please repeat above steps if you are failed

Attention:
1. Remote only match or dismatch with one light in
one time, it will match or dismatch with the nearest
light.
2. Remote doesn't pair with gateway:
One light is only controlled by one remote.
3. Light doesn't pair with gateway:
It can not be controlled by remote which already
paired with gateway.
4. If remote and light both connected with gateway:
One light can be controlled by many remotes.

Light can not use in
humid area

Made in China

